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Abstract
News recommendation is an important technique for personalized news service. Compared with product and movie recommendations which have been comprehensively studied, the research on news recommendation is
much more limited, mainly due to the lack of a
high-quality benchmark dataset. In this paper,
we present a large-scale dataset named MIND
for news recommendation. Constructed from
the user click logs of Microsoft News, MIND
contains 1 million users and more than 160k
English news articles, each of which has rich
textual content such as title, abstract and body.
We demonstrate MIND a good testbed for
news recommendation through a comparative
study of several state-of-the-art news recommendation methods which are originally developed on different proprietary datasets. Our
results show the performance of news recommendation highly relies on the quality of news
content understanding and user interest modeling. Many natural language processing techniques such as effective text representation
methods and pre-trained language models can
effectively improve the performance of news
recommendation. The MIND dataset will be
available at https://msnews.github.io.

1

Introduction

Online news services such as Google News and Microsoft News have become important platforms for
a large population of users to obtain news information (Das et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2019a). Massive
news articles are generated and posted online every
day, making it difficult for users to find interested
news quickly (Okura et al., 2017). Personalized
news recommendation can help users alleviate information overload and improve news reading experience (Wu et al., 2019b). Thus, it is widely used
in many online news platforms (Li et al., 2011;
Okura et al., 2017; An et al., 2019).

In traditional recommender systems, users and
items are usually represented using IDs, and their
interactions such as rating scores are used to learn
ID representations via methods like collaborative
filtering (Koren, 2008). However, news recommendation has some special challenges. First, news
articles on news websites update very quickly. New
news articles are posted continuously, and existing
news articles will expire in short time (Das et al.,
2007). Thus, the cold-start problem is very severe
in news recommendation. Second, news articles
contain rich textual information such as title and
body. It is not appropriate to simply representing them using IDs, and it is important to understand their content from their texts (Kompan and
Bieliková, 2010). Third, there is no explicit rating
of news articles posted by users on news platforms.
Thus, in news recommendation users’ interest in
news is usually inferred from their click behaviors
in an implicit way (Ilievski and Roy, 2013).
A large-scale and high-quality dataset can significantly facilitate the research in an area, such
as ImageNet for image classification (Deng et al.,
2009) and SQuAD for machine reading comprehension (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). There are several public datasets for traditional recommendation
tasks, such as Amazon dataset1 for product recommendation and MovieLens dataset2 for movie
recommendation. Based on these datasets, many
well-known recommendation methods have been
developed. However, existing studies on news recommendation are much fewer, and many of them
are conducted on proprietary datasets (Okura et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019a). Although there are a few public datasets for news
recommendation, they are usually in small size and
most of them are not in English. Thus, a public
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Title

(a) An example Microsoft News homepage

Mike Tomlin: Steelers ‘accept responsibility’ for role in
brawl with Browns

Category

Sports

Abstract

Mike Tomlin has admitted that the Pittsburgh Steelers
played a role in the brawl with the Cleveland Browns
last week, and on Tuesday he accepted responsibility
for it on behalf of the organization.

Body

Tomlin opened his weekly news conference by
addressing the issue head on.
“It was ugly,” said Tomlin, who had refused to take any
questions about the incident directly after the game,
per Brooke Pryor of ESPN. “It was ugly for the game of
football. I think all of us that are involved in the game,
particularly at this level, …

(b) Texts in an example news article

Figure 1: An example homepage of Microsoft News and an example news article on it.

large-scale English news recommendation dataset
is of great value for the research in this area.
In this paper we present a large-scale MIcrosoft
News Dataset (MIND) for news recommendation
research, which is collected from the user behavior
logs of Microsoft News3 . It contains 1 million users
and their click behaviors on more than 160k English news articles. We implement many state-ofthe-art news recommendation methods originally
developed on different proprietary datasets, and
compare their performance on the MIND dataset
to provide a benchmark for news recommendation
research. The experimental results show that a
deep understanding of news articles through NLP
techniques is very important for news recommendation. Both effective text representation methods
and pre-trained language models can contribute to
the performance improvement of news recommendation. In addition, appropriate modeling of user
interest is also useful. We hope MIND can serve
as a benchmark dataset for news recommendation
and facilitate the research in this area.

2

Related Work

2.1

News Recommendation

News recommendation aims to find news articles
that users have interest to read from the massive
candidate news (Das et al., 2007). There are two
important problems in news recommendation, i.e.,
how to represent news articles which have rich textual content and how to model users’ interest in
news from their previous behaviors (Okura et al.,
2017). Traditional news recommendation methods usually rely on feature engineering to represent
news articles and user interest (Liu et al., 2010;
3
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Son et al., 2013; Karkali et al., 2013; Garcin et al.,
2013; Bansal et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017). For
example, Li et al. (2010) represented news articles
using their URLs and categories, and represented
users using their demographics, geographic information and behavior categories inferred from their
consumption records on Yahoo!.
In recent years, several deep learning based news
recommendation methods have been proposed to
learn representations of news articles and user interest in an end-to-end manner (Okura et al., 2017;
Wu et al., 2019a; An et al., 2019). For example, Okura et al. (2017) represented news articles
from news content using denoising autoencoder
model, and represented user interest from historical
clicked news articles with GRU model. Their experiments on Yahoo! Japan platform show that the
news and user representations learned with deep
learning models are promising for news recommendation. Wang et al. (2018) proposed to learn
knowledge-aware news representations from news
titles using CNN network by incorporating both
word embeddings and the entity embeddings inferred from knowledge graphs. Wu et al. (2019a)
proposed an attentive multi-view learning framework to represent news articles from different news
texts such as title, body and category. They used
an attention model to infer the interest of users
from their clicked news articles by selecting informative ones. These works are usually developed
and validated on proprietary datasets which are not
publicly available, making it difficult for other researchers to verify these methods and develop their
own methods.
News recommendation has rich inherent relatedness with natural language processing. First,
news is a common form of texts, and text modeling

Dataset
Plista
Adressa
Globo
Yahoo!
MIND

Language
German
Norwegian
Portuguese
English
English

# Users
Unknown
3,083,438
314,000
Unknown
1,000,000

# News
70,353
48,486
46,000
14,180
161,013

# Clicks
1,095,323
27,223,576
3,000,000
34,022
24,155,470

News information
title, body
title, body, category
no original text, only word embeddings
no original text, only word IDs
title, abstract, body, category

Table 1: Comparisons of the MIND dataset and the existing public news recommendation datasets.

techniques such as CNN and Transformer can be
naturally applied to represent news articles (Wu
et al., 2019a; Ge et al., 2020). Second, learning
user interest representation from previously clicked
news articles has similarity with learning document
representation from its sentences. Third, news
recommendation can be formulated as a special
text matching problem, i.e., the matching between
a candidate news article and a set of previously
clicked news articles in some news reading interest
space. Thus, news recommendation has attracted
increasing attentions from the NLP community (An
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019c).
2.2

Existing Datasets

There are only a few public datasets for news recommendation, which are summarized in Table 1.
Kille et al. (2013) constructed the Plista4 dataset
by collecting news articles published on 13 German news portals and users’ click logs on them. It
contains 70,353 news articles and 1,095,323 click
events. The news articles in this dataset are in
German and the users are mainly from the Germanspeaking world. Gulla et al. (2017) released the
Adressa dataset5 , which was constructed from the
logs of the Adresseavisen website in ten weeks.
It has 48,486 news articles, 3,083,438 users and
27,223,576 click events. Each click event contains
several features, such as session time, news title,
news category and user ID. Each news article is
associated with some detailed information such as
authors, entities and body. The news articles in
this dataset are in Norwegian. Moreira et al. (2018)
constructed a news recommendation dataset6 from
Globo.com, a popular news portal in Brazil. This
dataset contains about 314,000 users, 46,000 news
articles and 3 million click records. Each click
record contains fields like user ID, news ID and
session time. Each news article has ID, category,

publisher, creation time, and the embeddings of
its words generated by a neural model pre-trained
on a news metadata classification task (de Souza
Pereira Moreira et al., 2018). However, the original
texts of news articles are not provided. In addition,
this dataset is in Portuguese. There is a Yahoo!
dataset7 for session-based news recommendation.
It contains 14,180 news articles and 34,022 click
events. Each news article is represented by word
IDs, and the original news text is not provided.
The number of users in this dataset is unknown
since there is no user ID. In summary, most existing public datasets for news recommendation are
non-English, and some of them are small in size
and lack original news texts. Thus, a high-quality
English news recommendation dataset is of great
value to the news recommendation community.

3

MIND Dataset

3.1

In order to facilitate the research in news recommendation, we built the MIcrosoft News Dataset
(MIND)8 . It was collected from the user behavior
logs of Microsoft News9 . We randomly sampled 1
million users who had at least 5 news click records
during 6 weeks from October 12 to November 22,
2019. In order to protect user privacy, each user
was de-linked from the production system when
securely hashed into an anonymized ID using onetime salt10 mapping. We collected the behavior
logs of these users in this period, which are formatted into impression logs. An impression log
records the news articles displayed to a user when
she visits the news website homepage at a specific
time, and her click behaviors on these news articles. Since in news recommendation we usually
predict whether a user will click a candidate news
7

https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=l
It is public available at https://msnews.github.io for research purpose. Any question about this dataset can be sent to
mind@microsoft.com.
9
https://microsoftnews.msn.com
10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt (cryptography)
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Dataset Construction

article or not based on her personal interest inferred
from her previous behaviors, we add the news click
histories of users to their impression logs to construct labeled samples for training and verifying
news recommendation models. The format of each
labeled sample is [uID, t, ClickHist, ImpLog],
where uID is the anonymous ID of a user, and t
is the timestamp of this impression. ClickHist is
an ID list of the news articles previously clicked by
this user (sorted by click time). ImpLog contains
the IDs of the news articles displayed in this impression and the labels indicating whether they are
clicked, i.e., [(nID1 , label1 ), (nID2 , label2 ), ...],
where nID is news article ID and label is the click
label (1 for click and 0 for non-click). We used
the samples in the last week for test, and the samples in the fifth week for training. For samples in
training set, we used the click behaviors in the first
four weeks to construct the news click history. For
samples in test set, the time period for news click
history extraction is the first five weeks. We only
kept the samples with non-empty news click history. Among the training data, we used the samples
in the last day of the fifth week as validation set.
Each news article in the MIND dataset contains a
news ID, a title, an abstract, a body, and a category
label such as “Sports” which is manually tagged
by the editors. In addition, we found that these
news texts contain rich entities. For example, in
the title of the news article shown in Fig. 1 “Mike
Tomlin: Steelers ‘accept responsibility’ for role in
brawl with Browns”, “Mike Tomlin” is a person
entity, and “Steelers” and “Browns” are entities of
American football team. In order to facilitate the research of knowledge-aware news recommendation,
we extracted the entities in the titles, abstracts and
bodies of the news articles in the MIND dataset,
and linked them to the entities in WikiData11 using an internal NER and entity linking tool. We
also extracted the knowledge triples of these entities from WikiData and used TransE (Bordes et al.,
2013) method to learn the embeddings of entities
and relations. These entities, knowledge triples,
as well as entity and relation embeddings are also
included in the MIND dataset.
3.2

Dataset Analysis

The detailed statistics of the MIND dataset are summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 2. This dataset contains
1,000,000 users and 161,013 news articles. There
11
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(a) Title Length

(b) Abstract Length

(c) Body Length

(d) Survival Time

Figure 2: Key statistics of the MIND dataset.

# News
# News category
# Entity
Avg. title len.
Avg. body len.

161,013
20
3,299,687
11.52
585.05

# Users
# Impression
# Click behavior
Avg. abstract len.

1,000,000
15,777,377
24,155,470
43.00

Table 2: Detailed statistics of the MIND dataset.

are 2,186,683 samples in the training set, 365,200
samples in the validation set, and 2,341,619 samples in the test set, which can empower the training
of data-intensive news recommendation models.
Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) show the length distributions of news title, abstract and body. We can see
that news titles are usually very short and the average length is only 11.52 words. In comparison,
news abstracts and bodies are much longer and
may contain richer information of news content.
Thus, incorporating different kinds of news information such as title, abstract and body may help
understand news articles better.
Fig. 2(d) shows the survival time distribution of
news articles. The survival time of a news article
is estimated here using the time interval between
its first and last appearance time in the dataset. We
find that the survival time of more than 84.5% news
articles is less than two days. This is due to the nature of news information, since news media always
pursue the latest news and the exiting news articles
get out-of-date quickly. Thus, cold-start problem
is a common phenomenon in news recommendation, and the traditional ID-based recommender
systems (Koren, 2008) are not suitable for this task.
Representing news articles using their textual content is critical for news recommendation.

4

Method

In this section, we briefly introduce several methods for news recommendation, including general
recommendation methods and news-specific recommendation methods. These methods were developed in different settings and on different datasets.
Some of their implementations can be found in Microsoft Recommenders open source repository12 .
We will compare them on the MIND dataset.
4.1

General Recommendation Methods

LibFM (Rendle, 2012), a classic recommendation
method based on factorization machine. Besides
the user ID and news ID, we also use the content
features13 extracted from previously clicked news
and candidate news as the additional features to
represent users and candidate news.
DSSM (Huang et al., 2013), deep structured semantic model, which uses tri-gram hashes and multiple
feed-forward neural networks for query-document
matching. We use the content features extracted
from previous clicked news as query, and those
from candidate news as document.
Wide&Deep (Cheng et al., 2016), a two-channel
neural recommendation method, which has a wide
linear transformation channel and a deep neural
network channel. We use the same content features
of users and candidate news for both channels.
DeepFM (Guo et al., 2017), another popular neural
recommendation method which synthesizes deep
neural networks and factorization machines. The
same content features of users and candidate news
are fed to both components.
4.2

News Recommendation Methods

DFM (Lian et al., 2018), deep fusion model, a news
recommendation method which uses an inception
network to combine neural networks with different
depths to capture the complex interactions between
features. We use the same features of users and
candidate news with aforementioned methods.
GRU (Okura et al., 2017), a neural news recommendation method which uses autoencoder to learn
latent news representations from news content, and
uses a GRU network to learn user representations
from the sequence of clicked news.
DKN (Wang et al., 2018), a knowledge-aware news
recommendation method. It uses CNN to learn
12

https://github.com/microsoft/recommenders
The content features used in our experiments are TF-IDF
features extracted from news texts.
13

news representations from news titles with both
word embeddings and entity embeddings (inferred
from knowledge graph), and learns user representations based on the similarity between candidate
news and previously clicked news.
NPA (Wu et al., 2019b), a neural news recommendation method with personalized attention mechanism to select important words and news articles
based on user preferences to learn more informative
news and user representations.
NAML (Wu et al., 2019a), a neural news recommendation method with attentive multi-view learning to incorporate different kinds of news information into the representations of news articles.
LSTUR (An et al., 2019), a neural news recommendation method with long- and short-term user
interests. It models short-term user interest from
recently clicked news with GRU and models longterm user interest from the whole click history.
NRMS (Wu et al., 2019c), a neural news recommendation method which uses multi-head selfattention to learn news representations from the
words in news text and learn user representations
from previously clicked news articles.

5
5.1

Experiments
Experimental Settings

In our experiments, we verify and compare the
methods introduced in Section 4 on the MIND
dataset. Since most of these news recommendation methods are based on news titles, for fair comparison, we only used news titles in experiments
unless otherwise mentioned. We will explore the
usefulness of different news texts such as body in
Section 5.3.3. In order to simulate the practical
news recommendation scenario where we always
have unseen users not included in training data, we
randomly sampled half of the users for training, and
used all the users for test. For those methods that
need word embeddings, we used the Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) as initialization. Adam was
used as the optimizer. Since the non-clicked news
are usually much more than the clicked news in
each impression log, following (Wu et al., 2019b)
we applied negative sampling technique to model
training. All hyper-parameters were selected according to the results on the validation set. The
metrics used in our experiments are AUC, MRR,
nDCG@5 and nDCG@10, which are standard metrics for recommendation result evaluation. Each
experiment was repeated 10 times.

Overall
LibFM
DSSM
Wide&Deep
DeepFM
DFM
GRU
DKN
NPA
NAML
LSTUR
NRMS

Overlap Users

Unseen Users

AUC

MRR

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

AUC

MRR

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

AUC

MRR

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

59.93
64.31
62.16
60.30
62.28
65.42
64.60
66.69
66.86
67.73
67.76

28.23
30.47
29.31
28.19
29.42
31.24
31.32
32.24
32.49
32.77
33.05

30.05
33.86
31.38
30.02
31.52
33.76
33.84
34.98
35.24
35.59
35.94

35.74
38.61
37.12
35.71
37.22
39.47
39.48
40.68
40.91
41.34
41.63

60.23
64.70
62.53
60.58
62.62
65.80
64.88
67.10
67.15
68.13
68.23

28.08
30.39
29.22
28.05
29.30
31.15
31.19
32.18
32.36
32.70
33.05

29.94
32.84
31.33
29.91
31.45
33.73
33.76
35.00
35.17
35.59
36.03

35.66
38.62
37.11
35.62
37.18
39.47
39.43
40.72
40.88
41.38
41.74

59.72
64.02
61.89
60.10
62.03
65.14
64.40
66.39
66.65
67.43
67.41

28.35
30.53
29.38
28.31
29.50
31.31
31.42
32.29
32.58
32.82
33.05

30.14
33.88
31.41
30.10
31.57
33.78
33.89
34.97
35.28
35.58
35.88

35.81
38.61
37.13
35.77
37.25
39.46
39.52
40.65
40.94
41.31
41.55

Table 3: Results on the test set of the MIND dataset. Overlap users mean the users included in training set.

5.2

NAML

Performance Comparison

The experimental results of different methods on
the MIND dataset are summarized in Table 3. We
have several findings from the results.
First, news-specific recommendation methods
such as NAML, LSTUR and NRMS usually perform
better than general recommendation methods like
Wide&Deep, LibFM and DeepFM. This is because
in these news-specific recommendation methods
the representations of news articles and user interest are learned in an end-to-end manner, while in
the general recommendation methods they are usually represented using handcrafted features. This result validates that learning representations of news
content and user interest from raw data using neural
networks is more effective than feature engineering.
The only exception is DFM, which is designed for
news recommendation but cannot outperform some
general recommendation methods such as DSSM.
This is because in DFM the features of news and
users are also manually designed.
Second, among the neural news recommendation
methods, NRMS can achieve the best performance.
NRMS uses multi-head self-attention to capture the
relatedness between words to learn news representations, and capture the interactions between previously clicked news articles to learn user representations. This result shows that advanced NLP
models such as multi-head self-attention can effectively improve the understanding of news content
and modeling of user interest. The performance
of LSTUR is also strong. LSTUR can model users’
short-term interest from their recently clicked news
through a GRU network, and model users’ longterm interest from the whole news click history.
The result shows appropriate modeling of user interest is also important for news recommendation.
Third, in terms of the AUC metric, the perfor-

LDA
TF-IDF
Avg-Emb
Attention
CNN
CNN+Att
Self-Att.
Self-Att+Att
LSTM
LSTM+Att

LSTUR

NRMS

AUC

nDCG@10

AUC

nDCG@10

AUC

nDCG@10

54.29
56.07
57.97
60.76
63.10
65.10
65.46
65.60
65.20
66.17

31.88
33.06
34.29
36.80
38.07
39.53
39.89
40.05
39.66
40.23

53.27
55.53
61.06
64.95
64.76
65.86
65.64
65.91
65.88
66.37

30.41
32.32
36.10
39.06
39.04
39.93
39.81
39.91
39.87
40.31

52.93
55.43
61.10
65.31
64.77
66.05
65.91
66.22
66.27
66.91

30.50
32.31
36.49
39.66
39.10
40.10
40.02
40.23
40.21
40.85

Table 4: Different news representation methods. Att
means attention mechanism.

mance of news recommendation methods on unseen users is slightly lower than that on overlap
users which are included in training data. However,
the performance on both kinds of users in terms of
MRR and nDCG metrics has no significant difference. This result indicates that by inferring user
interest from the content of their previously clicked
news, the news recommendation models trained
on part of users can be effectively applied to the
remaining users and new users coming in future.
5.3

News Content Understanding

Next, we explore how to learn accurate news representations from textual content. Since the MIND
dataset is quite large-scale, we randomly sampled
100k samples from both training and test sets for
the experiments in this and the following sections.
5.3.1

News Representation Model

First, we compare different text representation
methods for learning news representation. We select three news recommendation methods which
have strong performance, i.e., NAML, LSTUR and
NRMS, and replace their original news representation module with different text representation methods, such as LDA, TF-IDF, average of word embed-

Title
Abs.
Body
Title + Abs.
Title + Abs.
Title + Abs.
Title + Abs.
Title + Abs.
Title + Abs.

+ Body (Con)
+ Body + Cat. (Con)
+ Body + Cat. + Ent. (Con)
+ Body (AMV)
+ Body + Cat. (AMV)
+ Body + Cat. + Ent. (AMV)

AUC

MRR

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

66.22
64.17
66.32
67.07
67.09
67.23
67.38
67.50
67.60

31.92
30.49
31.88
32.34
32.40
32.41
32.37
32.43
32.51

34.53
32.81
34.42
34.98
35.03
35.04
35.12
35.21
35.24

40.23
38.57
40.22
40.74
40.80
40.83
40.79
40.96
41.03

Table 5: News representation with different news information. “Abs.”, “Cat.” and “Ent.” mean abstract,
category and entity, respectively.
Figure 3: BERT for news representation.

ding (Avg-Emb), CNN, LSTM and multi-head selfattention (Self-Att). Since attention mechanism is
an important technique in NLP (Yang et al., 2016),
we also apply it to the aforementioned neural text
representation methods. The results are in Table 4.
We have several findings from the results. First,
neural text representation methods such as CNN,
Self-Att and LSTM can outperform traditional text
representation methods like TF-IDF and LDA. This
is because the neural text representation models
can be learned with the news recommendation task,
and they can capture the contexts of texts to generate better news representations. Second, Self-Att
and LSTM outperform CNN in news representation. This is because multi-head self-attention and
LSTM can capture long-range contexts of words,
while CNN can only model local contexts. Third,
the attention mechanism can effectively improve
the performance of different neural text representation methods such as CNN and LSTM for news
recommendation. It shows that selecting important words in news texts using attention can help
learn more informative news representations. Another interesting finding is that the combination of
LSTM and attention can achieve the best performance. However, to our best knowledge, it is not
used in existing news recommendation methods.
5.3.2

Pre-trained Language Models

Next, we explore whether the quality of news representation can be further improved by the pretrained language models such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), which have achieved huge success
in different NLP tasks. We applied BERT to the
news representation module of three state-of-theart news recommendation methods, i.e., NAML,
LSTUR and NRMS. The results are summarized
in Fig. 3. We find that by replacing the origi-

nal word embedding module with the pre-trained
BERT model, the performance of different news
recommendation methods can be improved. It
shows the BERT model pre-trained on large-scale
corpus like Wikipedia can provide useful semantic
information for news representation. We also find
that fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT model with
the news recommendation task can further improve
the performance. These results validate that the
pre-trained language models are very helpful for
understanding news articles.
5.3.3 Different News Information
Next, we explore whether we can learn better news
representation by incorporating more news information such as abstract and body. We try two methods for news text combination. The first one is
direct concatenation (denoted as Con), where we
combine different news texts into a long document.
The second one is attentive multi-view learning
(denoted as AMV) (Wu et al., 2019a) which models
each kind of news text independently and combines them with an attention network. The results
are shown in Table 5. We find that news bodies
are more effective than news titles and abstracts in
news representation. This is because news bodies
are much longer and contain richer information of
news content. Incorporating different kinds of news
texts such as title, body and abstract can effectively
improve the performance of news recommendation,
indicating different news texts contain complementary information for news representation. Incorporating the category label and the entities in news
texts can further improve the performance. This is
because category labels can provide general topic
information, and the entities are keywords to understand the content of news. Another finding is that
the attentive multi-view learning method is better
than direct text combination in incorporating different news texts. This is because different news texts
usually has different characteristics, and it is better

Average
Attention
Candidate-Att
GRU
LSTUR
Self-Att

AUC

MRR

nDCG@5

nDCG@10

65.22
66.17
66.01
66.37
66.44
66.91

31.22
31.94
31.62
31.99
32.00
32.48

33.66
34.52
34.20
34.59
34.57
35.12

39.39
40.24
39.87
40.33
40.31
40.85

Table 6: Different user modeling methods.

to learn their representations using different neural
networks and model their different contributions
using attention mechanisms.
5.4

User Interest Modeling

Most of the state-of-the-art news recommendation
methods infer users’ interest in news from their
previously clicked news articles (Wu et al., 2019c;
An et al., 2019). In this section we study the effectiveness of different user interest modeling methods. We compare 6 methods, including simple average of the representations of previously clicked
news (Average), attention mechanism used in (Wu
et al., 2019a) (Attention), candidate-aware attention used in (Wang et al., 2018) (Candidate-Att),
gated recurrent unit used in (Okura et al., 2017)
(GRU), long- and short-term user representation
used in (An et al., 2019) (LSTUR) and multi-head
self-attention used in (Wu et al., 2019c) (Self-Att).
For fair comparison, the news representations in
these methods are all generated using LSTM. The
results are shown in Table 6.
We find that Attention, Candidate-Att, and GRU
all perform better than Average. This is because
Attention can select informative behaviors to form
user representations, Candidate-Att can incorporate
the candidate news information to select informative behaviors, and GRU can capture the sequential
information of behaviors. LSTUR performs better than all above methods, because it can model
both long-term and short-term user interest using
behaviors in different time ranges. Self-Att can also
achieve strong performance, because it can model
the long-range relatedness between the historical
behaviors of users for better user modeling.
We also study the influence of click history
length on user interest modeling. In Fig. 4 we show
the performance of three news recommendation
methods, i.e., LSTUR, NAML and NRMS, on the
users with different lengths of news click history.
We find that their performance in general improves
on the users with more news click records. This

Figure 4: Users with different numbers of clicked news.

result is intuitive, because more news click records
can provide more clues for user interest modeling.
The results also show it is quite challenging to infer
the interest of users whose behaviors on the news
platform are scarce, i.e., the cold-start users.

6

Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper we present the MIND dataset for news
recommendation research, which is constructed
from user behavior logs of Microsoft News. It contains 1 million users and more than 160k English
news articles with rich textual content such as title,
abstract and body. We conduct extensive experiments on this dataset. The results show the importance of accurate news content understanding and
user interest modeling for news recommendation.
Many natural language processing and machine
learning techniques such as text modeling, attention mechanism and pre-trained language models
can contribute to the performance improvement of
news recommendation.
In the future, we plan to extend the MIND
dataset by incorporating image and video information in news as well as news in different languages,
which can support the research of multi-modal and
multi-lingual news recommendation. In addition,
besides the click behaviors, we plan to incorporate
other user behaviors such as read and engagement
to support more accurate user modeling and performance evaluation. Many interesting researches
can be conducted on the MIND dataset, such as
designing better news and user modeling methods,
improving the diversity, fairness and explainability of news recommendation results, and exploring
privacy-preserving news recommendation. Besides
news recommendation, the MIND dataset can also
be used in other natural language processing tasks
such as topic classification, text summarization and
news headline generation.
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